
Adding Value Where It Counts.

Automated Cash Dispenser & Recycler Connectivity.

DYNACASH GIVES
YOUR TELLER LINE…
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Thousands of DynaCash™ Systems Have Been Installed at 
Banks, Credit Unions, Casinos, and Retail Stores Worldwide.

The Simple
Solution To
Cash Handling
Automation.     

 

 
       

        
      

      

     
      

      
      
     

Rear panel Connections:
1 - 8-pin RJ-45 10/100 LAN
2 - USB Type B Receptacles
4 - 8 pin RJ-45 RS-232 Serial 
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(Optional)

Password protected logons 
and 3 security levels to 
authenticate users. Optional 
Duress Dispense.  

The CC-5000 terminal acts as a 
Central Station for Vault Buys 
and Sells – the online tellers 
don’t get interrupted by Vault 
activity.

Easy usage makes DynaCash 
practically transparent to the 
end user. Tellers can focus on 
their customer, not on how to 
get or give cash. 

The audit trail is easy to follow 
and provides exactly what 
tellers need to balance. An 
Electronic Journal option 
allows for transaction history 
storage on a secure server.

Your teller platform doesn’t 
have to dictate which 
equipment can be attached. 
DynaCash works with 
practically any teller app and 
supports all of the popular 
bill dispensers and recyclers.

DynaCash allows teller cash dispensers and recyclers to be driven by any Windows teller 
platform or retail application. No modi�cation to your �nancial program is required.

You bene�t from DynaCash by being able to integrate Cash Dispensers and Recyclers 
with almost any  �nancial application without waiting for costly custom integration 
development. Generally, DynaCash allows machines to be installed and working with a 
�nancial application in less than a day.

DynaCash Software is installed at the local PC if 
the teller application is also installed at the 
local PC. DynoaCash can communicate with the 
CC-5000 terminal through either USB or LAN.

DynaCash Software is installed on the 
Server/Servers in a Remote Desktop or Citrix 
environment. DynaCash communicates with 
the CC-5000 terminal over LAN. 

The compact CC-5000 terminal is conveniently located 
next to the cash equipment. Management tasks such as 
adding inventory and printing reports are performed at 
the CC-5000 without interrupting tellers at their 
workstations.

Security is enhanced by recording 
all recycler activity and manager 
actions to either a journal printer, 
an Electronic Journal on a secure 
�le server, or both.

Tellers use a simple “Hot Key” scheme 
to dispense cash using a Preferred Bill
Mix or to allow the teller to select the
bills by denomination. They begin a cash
deposit with a “Deposit Hot Key”. When complete, 
DynaCash sends the deposit amounts into the 
teller app entry �elds.  

The CC-5000 terminal handles
all communications with the cash 

equipment, and the DynaCash software 
provides the link to the teller application.             
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Adding Value Where It Counts.

Automated Cash Dispenser & Recycler Connectivity.

DynaCash System Overview

TM

RELIABLE

PROVEN SOLUTION

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

DYNACASH INCLUDES:

Add-On Technologies has been 
providing robust interface 
solutions for the �nancial 
industry since 1994. Our “no 
complexity”  approach to 
installation and easy usage 
means your machinery is 
brought online in record time 
and with a minimum of teller 
training.

Among our very satis�ed end 
users are Banks, Credit Unions, 
Casinos, and Department Stores.

Our deep background in Cash    
Automation means we �nd the 
right answers fast.  We stand 
behind our products and we 
provide industry-acclaimed tech 
support.

•   DynaCash Software on CD
•   CC-5000 Terminal
•   Power Supply
•   15’ USB Cable (2)
•   Journal Printer Cable
•   Dispenser/Recycler Cable
•   Operators Manual

DynaCash lets you immediately begin to realize the 
Return on Investment you expect from your cash 
handling machinery, by instantly boosting teller 
productivity. By eliminating double entry during cash 
transactions, the movement of cash between teller 
and customer becomes rapid and accurate, leaving 
your tellers more time to develop their customer 
relationships.

With its unique CC-5000 terminal, DynaCash also 
o�oads the burden of management in handling vault 
buy and sell transactions for the tellers.  Tellers are 
now able to obtain or sell excess drawer cash directly 
from the CC-5000, without involvement from their 
managers.

Add-On Technologies, Inc
7000 Stinson Hartis Road, Suite B

Indian Trail, NC 28079
704.882.2227

www.AddOnTechnologies.com

For cash withdrawals, DynaCash reads the Cash Back 
amount from the teller app and dispenses the cash.

For cash deposits, DynaCash receives deposited amounts from the bill recycler 
and populates the teller app Cash-In entry �elds. A single key press by the teller 

performs either cash transaction type.

DynaCash has a comprehensive feature set that includes Electronic 
Journal to secure server, Reliable Support for Citrix and Remote 

Desktop environments, Optional Remote User Management, 
Duress Dispense, Optional Independent Teller Batch Totals, 

Capability of completely standalone operation if the PC’s 
go down, 3 levels of preferred bill mix, and capability for 
using the recycler as a bill discriminator to verify counts 
for recyclers that support it.
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Putting All The Pieces Together To Make 
Currency Recycling Work E�ciently For You.

For More Information, Contact:
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